Year 5 Termly Overview 2017-2018
Term 4 – May the Force be with you
Week

Spelling
Focus

Writing

Maths

PE (x2)

Assessment
Number
Place value
Multiplication
and division

Dance

Block 4

25.2.19

Spellings
taught in
previous half
term
Apostrophes

Poetry Week

Topic Lesson 1
x 40 mins
Monday

&
Athletics

Forces of
Natures
(Water, Wind
& Fire)

IT
E- SAFETY

Topic Lesson
2
Tuesday
SCIENCE Investigation
Explain that
materials can
mix and to
demonstrate
that mixtures
of solid
materials
can be
separated by
the technique
of sieving

Topic Lesson
3
Wednesday

Spanish

SCIENCE Investigation
Explain that
materials can
mix and to
demonstrate
that mixtures of
solid materials
can be
separated by
the technique of
sieving

Topic Lesson 6
Friday x 40
mins

D&A
Children’s
attitudes to
drugs and
alcohol

https://content.connect.collins.co.
uk/Content/Live/ES/Primary/com
plete/Resources/Snap_Science_
Y5/SnapSci_y5m5cl1_pln_1.pdf

https://content.connect.collins.
co.uk/Content/Live/ES/Primar
y/complete/Resources/Snap_
Science_Y5/SnapSci_y5m5cl
1_pln_1.pdf

Spanish

Units 1-5
Dance

4.3.19
World
Book
Day

Proofreading:
checking from
another source
after writing

Science
Week

Dictionary skills

The Lost thing

Percentages,
Fractions and
Decimals

Retell A
Narrative

&
Athletics

Understand the
importance of
the ‘Three
Jewels’ or
‘Triple Gems’

Dance
11.3.19

The Lost thing
ei ie words

Retell A
Narrative

Percentages,
Fractions and
decimals

SCIENCE
&
Athletics

SCIENCE

RE -

Units 2 – 6

Science
Week

Topic Lesson 4
Thursday

WORKSHOP in

the hall

Science
Workshop
Paper making

Explain falling
objects in
relation to
gravity

PSHE
World book
Day activities

Dot Com
books

https://content.connect.collins.
co.uk/Content/Live/ES/Primar
y/complete/Resources/Snap_
Science_Y5/SnapSci_y5m7cl
2_pln_1.pdf

SCIENCE

Spanish

Explain falling
objects in
relation to
gravity

DT
Understand
and use
Mechanical
systems
(gears ,
pulleys, levers)

https://content.connect.collins.
co.uk/Content/Live/ES/Primar
y/complete/Resources/Snap_
Science_Y5/SnapSci_y5m7cl
2_pln_1.pdf

SCIENCE
Extended writing

Write-up and
conclusion

18.3.19

The Lost thing
Lesson 9 Assess
Building words
from root words

Unit 8

Dance

Area and
perimeter

&
Athletics

Write a
descriptive
setting

Spanish

RE
SCIENCE
To know that in
the Buddhist
community there
are ordained
monks, nuns,
priests and lay
people;

Identify the
effects of
friction, which
act between
moving
surfaces

Unit 8
Area and
perimeter

25.3.19

IT

SCIENCE

Use
multimedia to
plan a short
film on forces

Identify the
effects of
friction, which
act between
moving surfaces

SCIENCE

&

Working
scientifically

DT
The Lost thing

Understand and
use Mechanical
systems (gears ,
pulleys, levers)

Write a diary
entry

Understand
that some
materials will
dissolve in
liquid to form a
solution, and
describe how
to
recover a
substance
from a solution

RE / English

SCIENCE

Consider how
people should
treat special
objects and
how people
should behave
in a special
place.

Working
scientifically

01.4.18
Teach
‘ei’ and ‘ie’ words

Write
nonChronological
report

Dance
Statistics
&
Athletics

Children will
learn that
Buddhists try to
alleviate
suffering by
practising the
Dhamma and
being kind to
other people
and all life;

ICT
Use
multimedia to
create a short
film

Understand that
some materials
will dissolve in
liquid to form a
solution, and
describe how to
recover a
substance from
a solution
https://connect.collins.co.uk/scho
ol/Primary/SnapSciencelessons.
aspx?Id=Ct/UROEUwrnTJiy5ruI
MXg==

https://connect.collins.co.uk/s
chool/Primary/SnapSciencele
ssons.aspx?Id=Ct/UROEUwr
nTJiy5ruIMXg==

Unit 7

Understand the
importance of
mindfulness and
meditation in the
Buddhist
community
YOGA /PE

Spanish
Dance

Athletics
Strategies for
learning words:
words from
statutory and
personal spelling
lists

RE

ICT
Extended
writing

Use multimedia
to create a short
film

